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The pack panel assembly, along with its wear shoes and the corresponding guides on the hopper 
floor should be inspected weekly.  The inspection procedure is as follows (refer to diagrams on 
the following page): 
 

1. Operate the pack panel through multiple cycles to ensure the pack limit switches are 
correctly adjusted.  A delay before the valve shifts or a loud audible bang when reaching 
the end of the cylinder stroke in either direction indicates that the limit switches require 
adjustment. 

2. Fully extend the pack panel to its rearmost position. 
3. Shut down the truck, and perform lockout/tagout procedures as outlined in the Labrie 

Maintenance Manual. 
4. Check the follower panel hinges for any wear or damage; repair or replace as necessary. 
5. Inspect the wear pad (nylon strip) at the bottom of the floating panel.  Replace the wear 

pad if there is any damage, or if worn to the top of its holding screw. 
6. Visually inspect both hopper side rails and follower panel rollers for premature wear or 

damage; replace if necessary. 
7. Ensure that the pack cylinder rod ends are clear of any dirt or debris. 
8. Using a pry bar, check for vertical movement of the pack panel. If the pack panel has 

movement up and down, the upper pack panel wear pads must be adjusted or replaced,  
9. Check for clearance of the pack panel face from the hopper floor, and using a pry bar, 

check for side to side movement of the pack panel.  If contact is evident, the pack panel 
wear shoes require immediate replacement, and the corresponding hopper floor guides 
must be checked for excessive wear. 

 
Please consult the Labrie Maintenance Manual for detailed information for the replacement of 
any pack system components. 

______________________________ 
 

Please contact the LabriePlus Service Department at (800) 231-2771 with any questions or 
for further information. 
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